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Children’s Cartoon Series: Pikkuli is now available as fun games!

www.pikkuli.com



Have fun and play blind tag together with 
Honkkeli, Mole or Dad! Obstacles and different 
type of bonuses make the timing of Pikkuli’s 
jumps essential for the success. You can gather 
apples to gain speed, speed away in a car or get 
carried by the ever helpful swan. But be aware 
you won’t fall with a banana skin!

•In every Pikkuli game you can earn fun stickers 
to add to your sticker book! See if you can gather 
them all!

Play blind tag with Honkkeli, Mole or Dad! 
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Watch the trailer here!

https://vimeo.com/188990579


You can use the colours straight from the 
bucket or even mix some of your own. How 
many different colours can you find by mixing? 
Let your imagination fly and see what wacky 
combinations you can come up with. Pikkuli’s 
Colouring Book is a beautiful and mellow 
environment for adding your own vision onto 
your favourite Pikkuli characters.

Colour together with Pikkuli! 

Watch the Trailer here!
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https://vimeo.com/188990620


Watch the Trailer here!
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Sing with the Chicks: 
Take the role of an orchestra conductor and 
make them tweet! You’ll learn six songs - or sing 
whatever you want!

Learn to play music with Woody and the Chicks!

Drum with Woody: 
A rusty old car, broken parts… But where others 
see garbage, Woody sees art. Oh wow, ba-bum-
du-dum, hey it’s a drum! Drum away with Woody!

•Record and playback own sequences!

https://vimeo.com/188990641


Your goal is simple: Help the poor Hazel Grouse 
chicks to find their way back from the Mole’s 
maze. With this exciting and entertaining game 
you’ll learn some easy mathematics as well as 
find your way out of dark labyrinth. You don’t 
need to be afraid, the Mole helps you on many 
ways!

The grouse chicks have gone missing in the mole’s maze!

Watch the Trailer here!
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https://vimeo.com/188990623


Improve your memory with Pikkuli’s Memory 
Game! Three difficulty levels to choose from 
gives you plenty to challenge yourself with. This 
game features the colourful Pikkuli characters 
and art from the TV-series. Each card pair that 
is found reveals a section of the hidden picture 
below and the less cards you have to turn to 
figure out the card pairs the higher score you get!

Train your memory with Pikkuli!
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•Make characters sit, eat, jump on bed or even sleep!

•Try different hats on characters and make them hold items 

•Prepare food and see how characters like it

•Change the mood inside by adjusting lighting

•Make drawings, squish the berries, pick up and throw items

•Change the decoration, rearrange paintings

•Learn how to clean the mess

Play house with Pikkuli’s family & friends.

Watch the Trailer here!
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https://vimeo.com/188990664
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